10 Raz-Plus Resources You Should Be Using

In addition to a library of leveled books, Raz-Plus also has...

1. Phonics Lessons & Decodable Texts
   Systematic and explicit phonics instruction for introducing, teaching, and practicing letter-sound correspondence.
   Located under the Resources tab > Foundational Skills > Lessons & Decodable Texts

2. Phonological Awareness Lessons
   Systematic and explicit phonological awareness instruction focused on word, onset and rime, rhyme, syllables, and phonemic awareness.
   Located under the Resources tab > Foundational Skills > Phonological Awareness > Lessons

3. Daily Language Practice
   Meet grammar and word work standards for Grades 1-5 using 32 weeks of activities that provide explicit writing practice.
   Located under the Resources tab > Writing, Vocabulary, & Word Work > Daily Language Practice

4. High/Low Text Sets
   Build content knowledge, vocabulary, and reading confidence with accessible High/Low Text Sets connected to content-area standards.
   Located under the Resources tab > Focused Instruction > High/Low Text Sets

5. Close Reading Packs and Passages
   Resources to teach 21st century skills, including critical thinking, collaboration, and communication.
   Located under the Resources tab > Focused Instruction > Close Read Passages or Close Reading Packs
6. Project-Based Learning Packs

Everything you need to implement Project-Based Learning, including reading and activity resources, lesson plans, and helpful tips.

Located under the Resources tab > Focused Instruction > Project-Based Learning

7. Comprehension Skill Packs

Standards-aligned digital lesson plans and activities for explicit instruction of key comprehension skills.

Located under the Resources tab > Focused Instruction > Comprehension

8. Reader’s Theater Scripts

Highly engaging activities that give students essential practice in oral reading fluency and provide opportunities for group interaction and student cooperation.

Located under the Resources tab > Foundational Skills > Reader’s Theater Scripts

9. Graphic Books

Texts that present informational content in a visually stimulating and entertaining format, ideal for engaging reluctant readers.

Located under the Resources tab > Leveled Texts > Graphic, Comic, & Humor Books

10. Multilevel Books

Fiction and nonfiction texts that support students by providing the same content at multiple reading levels.

Located under the Resources tab > All Leveled Books > Filter by “In Multilevel Set”